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The smart way to access production data anytime, anywhere

Features
• Internet based production data logging.
• Monitor real time production data.
• Analyse plant efficiency and downtime.
• Export detailed reports to PDF, CSV or Excel.
• Secure access from any PC or mobile device.
• No on-site IT requirements.
• Subscription service with no upfront software costs.
• API for direct integration into third party solutions.
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Access to Real Time Production Data Anytime, Anywhere
The smartWEIGHonline data logging service provides access to your belt weigher production data from
any desktop PC or mobile device connected to the internet.
Production data is transferred from each belt weigher via a broadband or cellular internet connection and
stored in a secure cloud server database.
The user is provided with secure access to the smartWEIGHonline website, where they can view real time
production data, create and export detailed production reports, analyse plant efficiency and downtime and
track weigher calibration data, process alarms etc.
Monitor Real Time Production Data
Monitor real time production data updated every minute and including material identification.

Create Detailed Production Reports
Create detailed production reports for individual weighers for any date range including production totals
per material, average production rate, operating times and empty belt times.

Include charts to add a graphical representation of the production results.
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Create Equipment Groups and Assign Mobile Plant to Customer Sites
Individual weighers can be grouped by location, production area, equipment, etc. to provide
accurate reporting for your plant equipment.

Analyse Plant Efficiency and Downtime
Analyse plant efficiency and downtime with utilisation reports providing minute-by-minute visual
representation of the equipment status: Stopped, Running Empty or Loaded.

smartWEIGHonline

Assign mobile plant to customer sites to create contract specific production reports.
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Validate Production Data Accuracy
Validate the continuous accuracy of your production data by tracking weigher tare and calibration,
process alarms etc. using the historical event log data recorded for each weigher.

Identify Downtime Events
Quickly and conveniently add timestamped notes
to individual weighers or equipment groups.
Identify the reasons for loss of production by
recording downtime events as they happen.
Include them within your production reports
to analyse the effects of plant issues and
maintenance and identify effective improvements.
Printed Reports
Print reports directly from smartWEIGHonline or save
them to PDF for later viewing, printing etc.

Customise your reports to include your company
logo, production charts and notes to provide all of the
critical performance data in a single report.
Export to CSV or Excel
In addition to printed and PDF reports
production data can be exported directly
to CSV or Excel file format for further
processing or import into third party software
solutions.
Direct Integration into Third Party Software Solutions
Integrate the production data stored by smartWEIGHonline into your own management software
solutions using our Application Programming Interface (API) to facilitate ease of development and
seamless integration.
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